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Waiting 

From the room across the hall, I can see it written on a brown placard pasted to a 

white wall. A nametag to a narrow alcove, two sticky benches, a rack of old magazines. 

People come and go, tired faces, worried faces, teary faces. People waiting. 

I waited there, too, my hands clutched white-knuckled in my lap. Hands that 

wanted to break things, hands that wanted to fling the coffee table across the room and 

tear the magazine rack off the wall. I watched doctors rush in and wander out, and went 

through my text messages, jotting down times: when he first texted me at the grocery 

store, a meek, scared request for help; the message I sent when I got there and found him 

curled up on the floor, shaking and vomiting into the meticulously vacuumed carpet, his 

bewildered cat watching on; the call to 911 when I scooped the empty orange medication 

bottles into my pockets. Then I had knelt down beside him with my hands on his 

shoulders and said with an unshaken calm I didn’t feel, “You’re supposed to call me 

before this happens.” I wrote down the times, thinking they might help somehow. My 

fingers flicked back through the messages, to yesterday, and the strange, sad message he 

sent me then. 

I should have known then. I should have known. Why didn’t I do something more 

than bring him over for hideously decorated cookies with my kids, and then plunk him 

right back in his lonely apartment? I realize I got the time wrong- that had been the first 

call for help, and I hadn’t heard it. 

Antiseptic and clean sheets. Bleach and paper. I stared at the bench across from 

me, breathing the sterile air, hands huddled together between my knees, and went half 

mad with waiting. 
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I prowled around the tiny waiting room for an eon before they came for me. I left 

the waiting room eagerly, already pitying those who would come after me. 

It isn’t fair. It’s stupid. 

Before this happens, Josh. Before. 

I’m worried and guilty and furious, but I don’t let him see any of this. I got my 

tears out in the waiting room and I can be strong now, I think. I hope. I give him a 

strained smile even though his eyes are clenched shut. 

They give him a cup of vile, black tar and he obediently drinks it. I tell him about 

when my little boy ate a mushroom and nearly scared the life out of me, about how they 

had given him charcoal, too, and called him Willy Wonka when the hallucinations 

started. That story earns me a smile on lips stained black. I get him a tissue to clean up 

and then he pukes. I grab for a little pink kidney-shaped bowl just in time to catch it. I 

hold the bowl as it grows warm and heavy, looking helplessly across at the nurses, both 

of them nodding in approval. They give him more charcoal and he pukes that up, too. I 

bring him basins and take them away. 

After a while, he sinks back in the crinkly pillow and whispers, “I feel okay. Well, 

better.” 

I smile feebly. “Well, you look fantastic. That black lipstick is great.” 

He laughs quietly, a weak smile, and I praise God for giving us humor. 

The shaking gets suddenly worse. He can’t stop shaking now and I take a seat, 

glancing out at the word Waiting. A nurse comes to take his blood and it’s agonizing, his 

skin inhumanly sensitive, but I hold back tears as he writhes and sobs. In the end, they 
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can’t get any blood at all and they give up until later. The scientist in me worries about 

the missing data point, but the rest of me is just grateful they stopped. 

The shaking slows and he’s so tired and he slowly, slowly fades out into sleep, 

startled awake every now and then by some infernal, panicky machine monitoring his 

breathing and his pulse. And then things are quiet, even down the hall where they have 

some violently confused woman locked away for the night. I look out the window every 

time someone walks past the door, my eyes drawn each time to that single word. Waiting. 

I sit beside him and wonder what to do with myself. My calm hands smell like alcohol 

wipes and it makes me sick. 

I thought it would be better now that I’m in here, instead of out in that alcove 

labeled Waiting. But it’s not. I’m still waiting. I’m still here as the minutes and hours tick 

by unexplained, the word why rattling around my skull, just waiting for the nurse to say 

he’s fine, waiting for him to be okay, waiting for the miracle that will make him stop 

doing this to himself, and then I realize. 

I’m already waiting. 

Waiting for the next time, the next depression, the next bottle of pills, the next call 

to me instead of an ambulance. 

Helpless rage builds up in me. This will never be okay. No miracle is coming. 

And if it’s not, then God forgive me, I just want him to do it right next time and 

spare me. 

He wakes up gagging and I leap to bring him a clean bowl, the anger disappearing 

in a wave of concern. 

I hold the bowl, and I worry, and I wait. 


